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1. A….discussed during webinar 

2. B….discussed during webinar 

3. D….pheochromocytoma is a brain tumor that effects blood pressure, causing hypertensive crisis; 

if you did not know that….question states to assess presence of MAJOR symptom….options a-c 

would not be considered more major than any changes that might occur in blood pressure so go 

with that and you would have been right 

4. D…Go back to the strategy of mine we discussed; most therapeutic drug ranges are between 10-

20 

5. C….discussed during webinar 

6. D….key in question is Priority….So if you use ABC; other physiological, including pain; safety and 

security; love and belonging, you would first be able to eliminate C…also that answer has 

ALWAYS in it, as we discussed; Then go through other options….A is not something you need to 

make a priority as when pt is in spica cast that is inherent due to spica cast…nothing for nurse to 

do; B…High Fowler’s position is not possible due to spica cast position; thus D has to be the right 

answer and it is as circulation is a priority (ABC) in patients with casts 

7. D…Here you have to link to TPN and what you know is critical about it…it is high in glucose, thus 

preventing infection is priority…because the question here is asking for a priority and the 

options are more love and belonging, you have to choose from one of them….because we limit 

visitors both in hospitals and at home when patients are receiving TPN in order to minimize their 

risk of infection, the right answer is Social Isolation 

8. D….Iron rich foods are organ meats, beans, green leafy vegs….if you didn’t know that 

information, then you could have eliminated a and d because they are both red fruits and can’t 

both be right so eliminate both….egg yolks have more iron than the whites thus out and even if 

you weren’t sure, go with answer that has an organ (kidney) bean, even though it is just called 

that for shape it is  strategy to assist you 

9. C…discussed during webinar 

10. D…Restless + tachycardia+decreased blood pressure=shock in many post op patients, which in 

this case is given to you in the question…so IMMEDIATELY….ABC….increase oxygen is correct 

answer and intervention…A is not relevant; B is not necessary; C is not necessary 

11. B…Alcohol withdrawal is characterized by hallucinations, changes in level of consciousness and 

hypertension…a and d could have been eliminated because of hypotension and when left with B 

and C…hallucinations should have been key for choosing B 

12. C…Hepatitis patients need to eat small frequent meals that are low in fat and protein in order to 

“rest” the liver. 6 weeks is too long to have to be IN BED…Hepatitis pts cannot take Tylenol as it 

is hepatotoxic…Hepatitis pts should not drink any alcohol, not just limit it….this is an example of 

when all could be used….I need to eliminate all alcohol 

13. D…Patients who have had abdominal surgery and have NGT post op often have brown tinged 

secretions thus normal and document.  Because this question is asking about 1 day post op, if 

the nurse was concerned about hemorrhage, the secretions would be more red not 



brown…Repositioning would not changed the color of secretions…irrigating the NGT is not 

appropriate for this patient 

14. D….An isolated PVC is not considered emergent and as such the patient needs to continue to be 

monitored but no other action is taken at that time.  A, B, and C would be for an emergent 

situation which one PVC is not….an isolated PVC can be caused from many reasons including 

stress 

15. C…When the atria are fibrillating and the ventricular rate is so high, the heart does not have 

time to fill properly nor get blood out to the body, thus hypotension and dizziness…A is wrong as 

not hypertensive, thus no headache related to that; B is out as flat neck veins are not seen nor is 

D nausea and vomiting. 


